
EVERY HOME NEEDS A 

HERO HS300
HEPA Filtration System



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS HERO HS300 

Average airflow 280 cfm (132 L/s)* 
(cfm (L/s) @ 0.4” in.wg.)

Voltage / Phase (V/~) 120V / 1~ 

Duct connection size (in (mm) 8” (203 mm)

Rectangular Flair 3-3/4” x 16” (95mm x 406 mm)

Rated power (W) 180 W 

Max current (A) 1.5 amps 

Height (in (mm)) 22 (557) 

Depth (in (mm)) 12 (307) 

Width (in (mm)) 17 (431) 

Shipping weight (lbs (Kg)) 28 lbs (12.7 Kg) 
*Average airflow (@ 0 “ Ps.)

2000 sq.ft.
The system is designed to clean and filter the air in an 
average 2000 sq. ft. home every hour. Larger homes will 
take slightly longer for a complete air change.

Built-in fan
The system is equipped with a fan and motor that 
prevent any adverse effect on your forced-air system.

Plug & Play
HERO HS300 comes with a 5-ft power cord. With easy-
to-reach filters, service and maintenance is simple.

99.97% Efficient
Mold spores, pet dander, cooking odors, dust, dust mites 
and their by-products are all captured in a series of three 
filters. The pre-filter collects the largest particles while 
the carbon filter absorbs odors. The third filter is a true, 
certified HEPA filter, which collects 99.97% of particles 
down to 0.3 microns.

For new and renewal
All units are perfectly designed for both new and retrofit 
construction.

All NEW Design and Features

Front-Facing Design

Direct Mount Flange Bump-out

Vertical Filter Arrangement



Direct Mount and Hanging 
Mount Configurations  
Available in the Box



Learn more about HS300’s ultimate partner at fantech.net/HERO
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CANADA CUSTOMER SUPPORT

800.565.3548
CANADAsupport@fantech.net

US CUSTOMER SUPPORT

800.747.1762
USsupport@fantech.net

The HERO HS300 is the newest extension 
of the HERO Series family by Fantech.


